
Reserve Act. These facilities are designed to alleviate capital and liquidity

pressures on AIG associated with two distinct portfolios of mortgage-related

securities.  

Residential Mortgage-Backed Securities Facility

In one new facility, the New York Fed will lend up to $22.5 billion to a newly

formed limited liability company (LLC) to fund the LLC’s purchase of

residential mortgage-backed securities from AIG's U.S. securities lending
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collateral portfolio. AIG will make a $1 billion subordinated loan to the LLC

and bear the risk for the first $1 billion of any losses on the portfolio. The

loans will be secured by all of the assets of the LLC and will be repaid from

the cash flows produced by these assets as well as proceeds from any

sales of these assets. The New York Fed and AIG will share any residual

cash flows after the loans are repaid. 

Proceeds from this facility, together with other AIG internal resources, will

be used to return all cash collateral posted for securities loans outstanding

under AIG's U.S. securities lending program. As a result, the $37.8 billion

securities lending facility established by the New York Fed on October 8,

2008, will be repaid and terminated.

Collateralized Debt Obligations Facility

In the second new facility, the New York Fed will lend up to $30 billion to a

newly formed LLC to fund the LLC's purchase of multi-sector collateralized

debt obligations (CDOs) on which AIG Financial Products has written credit

default swap (CDS) contracts. AIG will make a $5 billion subordinated loan

to the LLC and bear the risk for the first $5 billion of any losses on the

portfolio. In connection with the purchase of the CDOs, the CDS

counterparties will concurrently unwind the related CDS transactions. The

loans will be secured by all of the LLC's assets and will be repaid from cash

flows produced by these assets as well as the proceeds from any sales of

these assets. The New York Fed and AIG will share any residual cash flows

after the loans are repaid.

The U.S. government intends to exit its support of AIG over time in a

disciplined manner consistent with maximizing the value of its investments

and promoting financial stability.

Related Statements by Other Agencies
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